Advertise in the publication that school superintendents look to for professional wisdom, practical advice and insight.

**Facetime** you gain with 20,000+ superintendents and district-level leaders when you advertise monthly in *School Administrator* magazine.
* 89% of *School Administrator* readers are involved in district purchases
* 92% of school district decisions/purchases take place in district offices, led by superintendents
(Even if now those are virtual.)

[Email Kathy Sveen at ksveen@smithbucklin.com](mailto:ksveen@smithbucklin.com). Ask about our opportunities. I can help!

*Magazine, Website, video, and banner ads, e-Blasts, e-Newsletters, sponsored content & cover pages and much more!*

**OCTOBER**: Creativity and the Arts  *(Closes 8/6)*

>**Thought Leaders Q&A:** Daniel Goleman coined the term “emotional intelligence” to clarify important interpersonal skills that people need to succeed.

>**Imagination in Organizational Leadership:** How can leaders spark new ideas and create a better future? The authors argue for implementing an organization-wide system for stimulating innovation and keeping it alive.

    **Sidebars:** Common obstacles to imagination and the role of the leader

>**How Arts Integration Transformed an Ailing School.** A fine arts coordinator for Richmond Public Schools describes how a middle school re-engaged students with the arts.

>**Distinctive Districtwide Arts Curriculum.** Several unique approaches that have garnered success in equitably incorporating the arts into student experience at the district level.

    **Sidebar:** Impact of COVID-19 on performing and visual arts instruction